noracare®

NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR DEMANDING SETTINGS
noracare® — the floor you can depend on

Wherever people are counting on you, they need to know you have made the best possible decisions for their personal future.

noracare is one of those decisions.

Specifically designed for use in sensitive and demanding areas, it helps you achieve the high standards of hygiene and indoor air quality for years to come.

noracare takes care of your needs so you can care for the needs of others.
Two floor designs for your most demanding areas

To give you design flexibility in a wide variety of demanding areas, we offer a choice of two attractive and functional designs: noracare uneo and noracare seneo.

Whichever you choose, your noracare floor offers you advanced surface properties and complies with extraordinary demands on hygienic cleaning and maintenance as well as stain and chemical resistance. What’s more, its extremely low emissions actively promote a soothing, healing environment by supporting excellent indoor air quality.
Disinfectant resistant
Extremely low emissions
Efficient cleaning
Disinfectant resistant
Designed for ultimate hygiene

When it comes to cleanliness, you cannot afford to make any compromises in your ward or practice. Especially in particularly sensitive areas such as washing areas, treatment and patient rooms, disinfection has top priority.

noracare floorings have been specially developed to withstand the challenges of frequent disinfection in the long term.

noracare’s innovative surface is:
• actively germ repellent
• resistant to hand and surface disinfectants
• easy and efficient to clean

Wherever you need maximum hygiene, noracare will ensure you can achieve clean and healthy environments that provide the optimum conditions for successful recovery.
Contributes to good indoor air quality

Wherever people spend long periods of time indoors, they expect to enjoy good air quality. noracare contributes to promoting a healthy indoor environment:

- free of phthalates and halogens
- certified as extremely low emission
- odourless from the first day of use

With noracare flooring, you can breathe easy – safe in the knowledge that the people you care for can too.
Good air makes a difference
Good indoor air is not just pleasant to breathe. It makes a positive impact on creating a good learning and working atmosphere and promotes a soothing, healing environment. Whether patient, nurse, teacher or student, everyone benefits from healthy air.

The proof that noracare cares can be found in the numerous demanding environmental certificates that this advanced flooring has been awarded:
Made for easy maintenance

Because noracare was developed and designed for use in buildings with strict hygiene and cleanliness requirements, we made sure that it is very easy to maintain.

As a result, noracare floors can be cleaned regularly to provide safe conditions for patients, students, working staff and visitors alike.

Practical support for your maintenance requirements:
• easy and efficient cleaning
• robust and long-lasting chemical resistance
• resistant to hand and surface disinfectants
A single system that covers every need

No matter how demanding your new-build or renovation project, our systems can provide everything you need from a single source. From installation materials to stair solutions and accessories.

This is just as true for our new noracare flooring range:

- two distinctive floor designs that can be combined with other nora floorings to create perfectly integrated interior design schemes
- nora one®: a complete certified installation system that combines low-emission nora floors with suitable floor installation products and includes training and support for installers
noracare® uneo
Art. 140D
~1.22 m x 15.0 m
nora profile connection dimension: A + U
noracare uneo — unique appearance, superior performance

Interesting material combination of rubber and randomly scattered granite splinters, with a smooth surface. The harmoniously coordinated colour palette of noracare uneo lends your rooms an unmistakable character.
noracare seneo — distinctive designs, harmonious moods

Single-coloured rubber flooring with iridescent marbled colour granules, which are harmoniously matched to the basic colour with minimal contrast. Close up, the 24 colours of the noracare seneo colour palette create a perceptible pattern, while from a distance they appear almost uni-coloured.